
The syntax of expressions is specified in Figure
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4. The sentential connectives are the five operators used to b
. In this group of values we also have the quantifiers

5. A list of values is just that: a finite list [

s), whereas value lists are abstract objects: finite sequenc



pecifi-

object denoted by an Athena method. Specifically, a method va

10. Tables and maps are type-tagged finite functions from val

memory as an infinite list: cell 0, cell 1, cell 2, cell 3, and so

. It is fine, for instance, to



quantifiers

bols, sentential connectives, and quantifiers is clear: A sy
or quantifier is identical only to itself. Values of differen

is a computable function that maps any given identifier

is a finite set of sentences.

Infinitely many numbers must be unassigned in any given store



reflects any side effects accumulated during the evaluation

is still necessary to reflect side effects accrued

The specification of the evaluation process below is given in

given phrase.We begin with expressions, but first a piece of n

Identifiers: If the given expression is an identifier

meta-identifiers

is first introduced, the name
can later perhaps be redefined (bound to another value), but t



, we first evaluate

, then the final result

, then the final result is that of evaluating



. Specifically,
first we evaluate

. The final result is that of applying

is a quantifier

. The first

; otherwise the resulting value is the quantified sentence:



fier, substitution, or map, then we halt with an error message

, we first evaluate the discriminant
sequentially, trying to find

first matching pattern and let be the finite set of bindings



, we first evaluate

, we first evaluate

first evaluate

then continue with the first step, only now

9 We have not given a precise definition of when an identifier oc
standing will suffice for present purposes.



, we first

, we first evaluate
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, we first evaluate
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), we first check to see that



first evaluate

quantification, we halt with an error message and
tial quantification



, we first evaluate the discriminant

sequentially, trying to find a pattern that is matched by

be the first matching pattern and let

, we first evaluate



is not a universally quantified sentence of the form

ranges over sorts. An identifier

, defined by structural recursion on the

but also a finite function

is an identifier



Note that the final sort checking of a term might refine the sorts of the fresh

inference will refine these sorts by realizing that

o reflect constraints

fically, for each fresh variable



The interesting point for our purposes here is that the reflex



sally quantified variables, and realizes that, in the given c

were defined differently. Athena will generate

the current (inner) goal to the outer goal. Specifically, an o

fied, an outer inductive hypothesis will be generated in this case. We do not define here the notion of one sentence

the definition of the procedure
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is finally produced as a result.



, and (b) three kinds of identifiers:

1. The sentential connectives and quantifiers: (or their infix counter-

3. All remaining identifiers, which serve as

ntifiers are pattern constants,

did not match the pattern); or in an environment (finite set of

valuation, that is, a finite function from sort variables to s

represents infinitely many terms, as many as can be obtained b
by ground sorts. One of these infinitely

will first try to unify the sorts



two arguments when the algorithm is first invoked. The algori

are unifiable under a most general unifier

is a meta-identifier (such as

is an identifier
connective or quantifier, the match succeeds iff

can be unified under some most general unifier

are only used for lookups, so these two values could be held fix

patterns, we omit them from the overall specification in orde



are not unifiable, we fail. If they are unifiable under some

are unifiable under some



is the smallest prefix of

is a quantifier pattern,

is a quantifier pattern.



is a quantifier pattern, and is a list pattern. In that case, we first

for some quantifier

is not an actual quantified sentence (a condition that might affect the first of the

0, then if the quantifier pattern
for some quantifier pattern

Match the largest possible prefix

is a quantified sentence of the form

is a filter pattern, that is, of the form . Suppose first that it is



in case (b). Likewise for the remaining filter patterns. For i
is one of the five

A constructor profile in the definition of a datatype or structure can option-

, simply write the profile as:

argument position. For instance, in the definition of natura
as a selector for the first argument position of



is unspecified. In general, the behavior of any

unspecified.
However, it is possible to provide a total specification for s

sponding sorts. This is done by turning on the flag

A.6 Prefix syntax

In this book we have used mostly infix syntax, both for issuing
lly prefix syntax

n fully indented prefix.) Below



infix form in which they have been used in this book):




